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An American-born professor moves to Korea to escape a plagiarism scandal. A chaebol 

member suffers anxiety attacks at the opening of his first hotel, and visits a shaman to find 

the cure. A 40-year-old man who lives with his elderly parents enters a love motel for the first 

time
1
. 

 

An American-born professor moves to Korea to escape a plagiarism scandal. A chaebol 

member suffers anxiety attacks at the opening of his first love hotel, and visits his elderly 

parents to find the cure. A 40-year-old man who lives with his shaman enters into love for the 

first time. 

 

                                                 
* Loren Goodman’s first book of poems, Famous Americans, was selected by W.S. Merwin for the 2002 Yale 

Series of Younger Poets. His chapbooks Suppository Writing (2008) and New Products (2010) are available 

from The Chuckwagon and Proper Tales Press. He is Associate Professor of Creative Writing and English 

Literature at Yonsei University/Underwood International College in Seoul, Korea, and Pacific Correspondent 

for The Best American Poetry Web Blog.   

 
1
 I believe this is someone else’s writing. I can’t remember whose, when or where I found it. I searched online 

and through e-mail, but turned up nothing. If you are able to locate the author, please let me (but not my 

university) know. 
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An American-born professor enters a love motel for the first time. A chaebol member attacks 

his elderly parents at the opening of his first hotel. A 40-year-old shaman finds a cure for 

plagiarism. 

 

An American-born professor moves to Korea to escape a shaman. A chaebol member suffers 

from plagiarism. A 40-year-old man who lives with his love finds a cure for his elderly 

parents.  

 

An American-born shaman moves to Korea to escape her professors. A chaebol member 

suffers from America and opens his first hotel to find the cure. A 40-year-old man who 

suffers anxiety attacks lives with his elderly parents in a love motel. 

 

An American-born anxiety attacks a 40-year old man at a hotel opening. A chaebol professor 

moves into a love hotel to escape scandal. A shaman visits his elderly parents to find the cure. 

A plagiarist who lives with anxiety cannot live with himself.  

 

A Korean-born professor moves to America to escape from Korea. A chaebol member moves 

into a hole in the wall to escape a swerving taxi. For the first time, a shaman slowly removes 

her cape. An old man moves in with his elderly parents to escape anxiety. A South Korean 

hotel moves North to escape a love hotel. There is no cure.  

 

Plagiarism moves to Korea to get away from it all. A 40-year old chaebol member becomes a 

woman for the first time. A scandal attacks anxiety and both suffer accordingly. The Cure 

opens hotels for shamans. America escapes from itself. The elderly are reborn.  

 

An American-born professor moves into a love hotel to squeeze the Charmin. A chafed 

Manute Bol blocks shots while plagiarizing suffragettes, slam-dunks North Korean jets. An 

elderly 40-year-old vandal finds a cure for ataxia.  
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For the first time an American-born Korean professor giddily attacks plagiarism. A chaebol 

member suffers love attacks during an escape from the elderly, absolving a shaman of his 

scandals. In a motel, a 40-year-old man enters a parent to find a cure. Slim Jims are made 

from cow’s lips.  

 

A Canadian-born professor moves to Korea to escape Geddy Lee. A chaebol gangbanger 

suffers anxiety attacks at the opening of his first hotel, and visits a she-male to find the cure. 

A 40-year-old plagiarist who lives with his elderberry parents enters a love motel for the first 

time. 

 

An American-born professor moves to Korea in order to escape a plague germ intangible. A 

chaebol member suffers anxiety attacks in order to find the cure. A 40-year-old man assumes 

an elderly appearance in order to enter a love motel for the first time. Slim Jims on sale now! 

 

An American-born professor moves to Korea to escape an American-born professor. A 

chaebol member moves into an anxiety-inducing first-class hotel in order to escape a chaebol 

member. A shaman suffers to escape suffering. A 40-year-old man moves in with his elderly 

parents to escape a 40-year-old man. His elderly parents enter a love motel for the first time 

to escape from their even more elderly parents.  

 

An American-born confessor starts a movement to landscape Korea. A chaebol member 

offers sanguinity tests at a Swisshotel, and shiznitz when he discovers his parents. Slim Jims 

are made from cow’s lips. A 40-year-old man who lives on Mortadella inspires a group of 

recovering plagiarists.  

 

An American-born professor’s lectures move bowels faster than triple espressos  

A jaybird removes a singing shaman from her sandals  

The operatic shaman leaps into a vat of grapes 

Americano, choowah, choowah, choowah 

A jade bowl gapes 

A 400-year-old man is discovered at the bottom of a hotel 
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A jade bowl gapes 

His elderly parents  

Laugh and embrace 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


